29K & 29U Subclass Listing

29- (class) Industrial Universal feed arm (rotates 360 degrees). Upper feed only (MOST models). Arm lengths: short = 12 1/4", long = 17 1/2". Hand or treadle powered. Horizontal oscillating shuttle. For patching boots and other Tubular Work

29K Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K1 Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin. End Wheel. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29-2 Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin. End wheel. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K2 Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, side wheel. For general work. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K3 Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin. For Waxed thread. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K4 Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, side wheel. For waxed thread Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K5 Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, end wheel. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K6 Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8" x 1", small bobbin. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K7 Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K8 Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, end wheel. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K9 Arm 12 1/4"x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K10 Arm 12 1/4"x 1 1/8", small bobbin, end wheel, 5/16" long stitch. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K11 Narrow arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel, long stitch (5/16"). Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K12 Narrow arm 12 1/4"x 1", small bobbin, end wheel. Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)
29K13  Narrow arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, side wheel.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K14  Narrow arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, end wheel; For waxed thread.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K15  Narrow arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, side wheel; For waxed thread.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K16  Narrow arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, end wheel, long stitch (5/16") for worsted slipper work.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K17  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin; end wheel. Upper & lower feeds.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K18  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel. Upper & lower feeds.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K19  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, end wheel, special needle bar.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K20  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, end wheel, special needle bar.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K21  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel, high lift.

29K22  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, end wheel, long stitch (5/16").
Upper & lower feeds for shoe binding.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K23  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel, long stitch (5/16").
Upper & lower feeds for shoe binding.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K30  Arm 17 1/2" x 1 5/32", large bobbin, end wheel; For waxed thread.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K31  Arm 17 1/2" x 1 5/32", large bobbin, side wheel; For waxed thread;
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K32  Arm 17 1/2" x 1 3/32", small bobbin, end wheel; For waxed thread;
For sewing in smaller spaces than 29K30.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K33  Arm 17 1/2" x 1 3/32", small bobbin, side wheel; For waxed thread;
For sewing in smaller spaces than 29K30.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K51  Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring.
Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel. For boot and shoe repairing.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K52  Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel, long stitch (5/16").
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)
29K53 Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring. 
Arm 12 1/4" x 1" (narrow); small bobbin, side wheel. For boot and shoe repairing. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K54 Arm 12 1/4" x 1 1/8", small bobbin, side wheel, long stitch (5/16") 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K55 Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring. 
Arm 17 1/2" x 1 5/32" (long), large bobbin, side wheel. 
For boot and shoe repairing (waxed thread). 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K56 Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring. 
Arm 12 1/4" x 1 3/32" (narrow), small bobbin, side wheel. 
For boot and shoe repairing (waxed thread). 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K57 Small bobbin 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K58 Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, end wheel. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K60 Arm 17 1/2" x 1 5/32", large bobbin, end wheel. 
Max. speed 500 SPM. Used extensively for repair work and also in the manufacture of a wide range of tubular articles such as, canvas hose, golf bags, automobile tool bags, artificial limbs and other miscellaneous work. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K62 Arm 17 1/2" x 1", small bobbin, side wheel. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K70 Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring. 
Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, end wheel. Max. stitch length 5 SPI. 
For boot and shoe repairing. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K71 Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring. 
Arm 12 1/4" x 1" x 7/8" (narrow), small bobbin, side wheel. For boot and shoe repairing. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K72 Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring. 
Arm 17 1/2" x 1 5/32", large bobbin, side wheel. For boot and shoe repairing. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K73 Oscillating horizontal shuttle. Helical presser foot spring. 
Arm 17 1/2" x 1 x 7/8", small bobbin, side wheel. For boot and shoe repairing. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K171 Arm 12 1/4" x 1 5/32", large bobbin, end wheel. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29U171 Arm 12 1/4" x 1 5/32", large bobbin, end wheel. 
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)
29U171A Arm 12 1/4" x 1", small bobbin, end wheel.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K172 Large bobbin
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29U172 Large bobbin
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29U172A Arm 17 1/2" x 1 5/32", large bobbin, end wheel.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29K173 Small bobbin.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29U173 Small bobbin.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

29U173A Arm 17 1/2"x1", small bobbin, end wheel.
Needle 29x3 (leather), 29x4 (cloth)

**SINGER 29K & 29U Parts Page:**  [http://www.siruba.co.uk/parts29k.htm](http://www.siruba.co.uk/parts29k.htm)

Thanks to [www.ismacs.net](http://www.ismacs.net) for the help in compiling this Subclass listing.
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